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TriYoga and its logo are federally registered service and trademarks protected by trademark law. TriYoga
¯ . Vidya¯ and Mudra,
¯ all of which are subject to and
includes, but is not limited to, the TriYoga Flows, Prana
enjoy worldwide copyright protection.
U If one is teaching the TriYoga method and materials in full or in part, the integrity of the system must
be honored by making it clear in oral and written statements that one is teaching TriYoga.
U Permission to teach the TriYoga method is granted to certified TriYoga teachers. Kali Ray or her
authorized personnel must give written permission to TriYoga interns and all others.
U Permission to use the TriYoga name and logo is granted to certified TriYoga teachers. Kali Ray or her
authorized personnel must give written permission to TriYoga interns and all others for use of the name
and logo. The name TriYoga must be accompanied by the registered mark ® or the phrase, “TriYoga is
a registered service mark of Kali Ray dba TriYoga International.” Also, when using Yogaflow, in the flow,
or the TriYoga logo, the registered symbol ® must be included. These marks must appear at least once on
all printed matter, correspondence, and websites.
U Because the TriYoga logo is trademarked, it must be used as is without alterations.
The name “TriYoga” must be used without modifiers except with written authorization.
U No TriYoga materials may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage and retrieval system,
without written permission.
U If permission is granted for usage of copyrighted material, it must be accompanied by the copyright
symbol © followed by the year, Kali Ray TriYoga. For example:
©1980–2009, Kali Ray TriYoga. Also acceptable is: copr. (the year), Kali Ray TriYoga. The copyright year
should be referenced with the same year as the original document.

Sign and return this statement. A reference copy is included in the Certification Handbook.
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